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Boolean Algebra and Logic Gates 
Dr. Lutfi R. Al-Sharif (2012) 

BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
Let us assume that A and B are two logical variables, which can either be true or 
false.  The “+” operator is the union or the “OR” operator.  The “•“ is the intersection 
or the “AND” operator.  The following are some of the laws of Boolean Algebra: 
 

A+B=B+A 
A•B=B•A 

(A+B)+C=A+(B+C)=A+B+C 
(A•B) •C=A•(B•C)=A•B•C 

A•(B+C)=A•B+A•C 
A+(B•C)=(A+B)•(A+C) 

A+0=A 
A+1=1 
A+A=A 
A+A’=1 

 
Where A’ is the complement of A (or ). 
 Venn Diagrams can be used to illustrate the above: 
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LOGIC GATES AND TRUTH TABLES 
The logical relationships shown above can be implemented by the use of electronic 
logical gates.  A gate is an electronic circuit which implements a logical function 
between its inputs and outputs. 
 The symbol for an AND gate is shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1:  Symbol for an AND gate. 

 
The symbol for an OR gate is shown in Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2:  Symbol of an OR gate. 

 
A truth table is one of the methods of representing the relationship between a set of 
inputs and an output (or a set of outputs).  All the possible combinations of inputs are 
listed, and for each combination the required output(s) is (are) shown.   
 
Table 1:  Example of a truth table for the AND function. 

Input A Input B Output C 
False False False 
False True False 
True False False 
True True True 

 
The state of a certain variable or event can be represented as True or False.  It could 
be also represented by using the digits 1 and 0 corresponding to True and False 
respectively.  Using the 1/0 format, an AND truth table would become: 
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Table 2:  Alternative format for AND truth table. 

A B C 
0 0 0 
0 1 0 
1 0 0 
1 1 1 

 

THE UNIVERSAL GATE 
If one gate could be used to achieve all the functions of other gates, this is called a 
universal gate.  A NAND gate could be used to achieve this.  A NAND gate can be 
made into an inverter by connecting both inputs together. 
 It can be made into an AND gate by inverting its output using one NAND gate 
with its inputs tied together. 
 It can be made into an OR gate by inverting both inputs before feeding them 
using NAND gates with their inputs tied together.  This can be further developed into 
a NOR gate by inverting the output using another NAND gate configured as an 
inverter. 
 The argument could be applied to a NOR gate as well. 
 

XOR Function 
If two variables or events are mutually exclusive, then the XOR function can used to 
describe their outcome.   
 The XOR gate can be used as an inverter if one of the input is permanently 
tied to high (1).  It can also be used as a non-inverting buffer by connecting one of 
the inputs to low (0). 
 From this, it can be seen how the XOR gate can be used as a programmable 
inverter.  If the control input is 1, the data input is inverted at the output; if the control 
input is 0, the data input is unchanged at the output. 
 
EXAMPLE 
Build an XOR gate by using a NAND gate as a universal gate. 
 
SOLUTION 
The XOR function of two variables A and B is: 
 

 
 
Using NAND gates, this can be implemented as in Figure 3.■ 
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Figure 3:  Using NAND gates to build an XOR function. 

 
 


